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 C4d, I’m not sure I understand how to do that, also when I’ve edited a scene, saved it and then rendered it in Maxwell, nothing
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happens (no explosions, no fire). After googling I found the render path. I couldn’t find out how to launch the render, so I
looked in the render engine selection and found the option in the top right of the Maxwell viewport. Once I’d clicked OK, I got
this error message: Where is the save file located in this system? A: Maxwell has a bug with documents not being written in a

directory that C4D can find. This is something you'll have to dig out yourself. To prevent it happening again (assuming you don't
have C4D or a copy of Maxwell, I assume), it is prudent to have your working set of documents in a single directory. So for

example you could create a directory called "Documents" within the path of your c4d install. You can do this in the "C:\Program
Files\Autodesk\Maxwell\11.1.0\Maxwell.exe.config" file by creating a new XML element and setting the path.

DataDirectory="C:\Documents\Autodesk\Maxwell\11.1.0" Now in your C4D app, you must create a new document with the
path C:\Documents\My_file.max. Let's say we want a directory structure so that the files are in order.

C:\Documents\C:\Users\jack\.c4d\My Documents\New Stuff C:\Documents\C:\Users\jack\.c4d\My Documents\Models
C:\Documents\C:\Users\jack\.c4d\My Documents\Documents The creation of files in C:\Documents\My_file.max will look

something like this: scene_autodesk.max scene_studiosecret.max scene_milkshape.max scene_c4d.max scene_milkshape.c4d
You could go one step further and create a "Document" subdirectory within the "New Stuff" directory. (CNN) The mother of a

little girl who was kidnapped from her home in the Philippines last week says the abduct 82157476af
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